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The constant-volume heat capacity of near-critical fluids with long-range
interactions: A discussion of different Monte Carlo estimates

Christopher D. Daub
Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1Z1, Canada
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School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, West Mains Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JJ, United Kingdom

G. N. Pateya)

Department of Chemistry, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia V6T 1Z1, Canada

~Received 8 August 2002; accepted 4 December 2002!

The constant-volume heat capacities,CV , of various near-critical fluids with long-range potentials
have been obtained using both canonical and grand-canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC! calculations. In
the case of the restricted primitive model it is shown that the large discrepancies between previously
reported results arise from the use of different simulation ensembles. In order to investigate how
well the different ensemble estimates ofCV obtained with small systems can indicate the
universality class of the bulk fluid, calculations have been performed for fluids with attractive pair
interactions which vary like21/r a, with a56, 4, and 3.1. Fora56, Ising-type criticality is
expected, while fora54 and 3.1 the criticality is mean-field. For each of these models the
canonical-ensemble estimates ofCV do not provide unambiguous confirmation of the expected
critical behavior, and hence this is not a reliable method for determining the universality class. This
is also true of the GCMC estimates ofCV , which appear consistent with Ising-type behavior for all
of the systems studied, even for those which are known to exhibit mean-field criticality in the
thermodynamic limit. We suggest that these are artifacts associated with finite system size, and we
speculate as to why they appear in canonical and GCMC calculations. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1540630#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The vapor–liquid critical behavior of ionic fluids contin
ues to command considerable attention from experime
and theoretical groups alike.1–3 The most significant issue
has been whether the criticality of fluids with purely ion
interactions is Ising-type, mean-field, or neither. For the m
part, the experimental study of the vapor–liquid transition
ionic fluids is complicated by the presence of other types
interactions. From a theoretical perspective, the most c
monly studied model of ionic fluids in this context is th
restricted primitive model~RPM!, which consists of equa
numbers of equi-sized positively and negatively charg
hard spheres, interacting via the pair potential,

u~r !5H `, r ,s

qiqj /Dr , r>s,
~1!

wherer is the pair separation,s is the hard-sphere diamete
q is the charge on ioni , andD54pe0 , with e0 being the
vacuum dielectric permittivity. Thermodynamic properties
the RPM are usually reported in reduced units, the most
tinent to the current discussion being defined as follows:
reduced temperature,T* 5kBTDs/q2, with kB being Boltz-
mann’s constant; the reduced configurational energy,U*
5U Ds/q2; the reduced number density,r* 5Ns3/V,
whereN is the total number of ions, andV is the volume.

a!Electronic mail: patey@theory.chem.ubc.ca
4160021-9606/2003/118(9)/4164/5/$20.00
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The location of the vapor–liquid critical point in th
RPM is well established through many extensive simulat
studies. In very recent work by Caillolet al.,4 grand-
canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC! simulations, histogram re
weighting, and mixed-field finite-size scaling techniqu
were employed to study system sizes up toL/s534 (L is
the cubic cell dimension!. By assuming Ising-type criticality
and matching the probability distribution of the variablex
5(N2sU)/V to the universal distribution of the three
dimensional Ising model,5,6 the position of the critical point
was found to beTc* 50.0491760.00002 andrc* 50.080
60.005, in excellent agreement with earlier estimates us
somewhat smaller systems.7–10 Further finite-size scaling
analysis—without assuming Ising criticality—yielded es
mates of the universal moment ratioQ* 50.6360.01, and
correlation-length exponentn50.6660.03. These values
compare favorably with those for the three-dimensional Is
model (Q* 50.62311, n50.63012!. The constant-volume hea
capacity,CV , along the locusxNNN ~Ref. 13! was also pre-
sented in Ref. 4, but the results are not all what one wo
expect for a system with Ising-type criticality. Recall th
upon the approach to an Ising-type critical point in thr
dimensions, the constant-volume heat capacity should
verge likeuT2Tcu2a, with a50.11. In a finite-size simula-
tion this divergence is rounded off, but one would at le
expect a peak inCV which increases and becomes more n
row with increasing system size. In contrast, Caillolet al.
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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observe merely a shift and slight narrowing of the peak inCV

~see Fig. 11 in Ref. 4!.
In recent work, Luijten, Fisher, and Panagiotopoulos14,15

~LFP! have used GCMC simulations to investigate the cr
cal behavior of a lattice version16,17 of the RPM. Here we
refer to the lattice-RPM model as the LRPM, and to t
usual continuous case as simply the RPM. In Ref. 14, L
present a detailed study of LRPM criticality using GCM
simulations, and unbiased finite-size extrapolat
techniques.13 The LRPM with a discretization parameterz
55,16 exhibits a vapor–liquid critical point atTc*
50.050 6960.000 02, andrc* 50.079060.0025 ~the re-
duced units of the LRPM are the same as for the RPM!. The
measured effective susceptibility and correlation expone
and an analysis of moment ratios, indicate Ising-type cr
cality, but rule out classical,XY, self-avoiding walk, and
intermediate-range universality classes.

In Ref. 15, LFP calculateCV in GCMC simulations of
the LRPM with z55, and the appropriate grand-canonic
fluctuation formula,18,13containing terms arising from energ
fluctuations and particle-number fluctuations, plus a cr
term. The results are interesting in that they also indic
Ising-type critical behavior. Specifically, along a near-critic
isochore (r* 50.068), CV exhibits N-dependent maxima
just belowTc ~see Fig. 2 of Ref. 15!. Peaks were found in
CV /NkB for systems as small asL/s56 (^N&.15), and are
quite strongly pronounced atL/s510 (^N&568). These ob-
servations are surprising because they differ significa
with earlier canonical (NVT) Monte Carlo ~MC! calcula-
tions of Valleau and Torrie19,20 ~VT! for the RPM, and the
results recently reported by Caillolet al.4 VT calculatedCV

by fitting Pade´ approximants to the energy, and differentia
ing with respect toT, but no peak was apparent along
near-critical isochore~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 19!.

To investigate these puzzling results, we have carried
a detailed analysis of the constant-volume heat capacit
the RPM and LRPM employingNVT-MC and GCMC cal-
culations. In ourNVT-MC simulations we calculateCV us-
ing the standard energy-fluctuation formula, and by differ
tiating fits to the energy.CV was calculated in our GCMC
simulations using the appropriate fluctuation formula.18,13

We repeat LFP’s calculation ofCV in the LRPM using
GCMC simulations; we find excellent agreement with t
results of Ref. 15. OurNVT-MC results for the RPM extend
those of VT both to significantly larger systems, and a wid
range of temperatures; for systems of comparable size,
results are in excellent agreement with those of VT. Us
our NVT-MC and GCMC results for the RPM, we show th
the discrepancy between theCV calculations of LFP and VT
clearly come from the use of different ensembles.

To check that these results do not arise from some pe
liarity of the RPM, we have also carried out the correspo
ing NVT-MC and GCMC calculations ofCV for fluids of
hard spheres interactingvia attractive pair potentials of the
form,

u~r !5H `, r ,s

2e~s/r !a, r>s,
~2!

wherer is the pair separation,s is the hard-sphere diamete
ownloaded 09 Aug 2013 to 129.215.221.120. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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as before, ande is the well depth. In this model the reduce
temperature is defined byT* 5kBT/e; the reduced numbe
density is as for the RPM. We have studied systems wita
56, 4, and 3.1. These are interesting models because~at
least in the infinite system limit! Ising-type criticality is ex-
pected for thea56 case, whereas fluids witha54 anda
53.1 are expected to exhibit mean field behavior.21–27 We
draw particular attention to the extensive GCMC calculatio
and finite-size scaling analysis of Luijten and Blo¨te,25 that
confirmed classical critical behavior in three-dimension
ferromagnetic Ising models in which the interactions dec
algebraically with exponents~in our notation! a,4.5. Thus
by comparingNVT-MC and GCMC results for these model
we get some indication as to how well the different estima
of CV reflect the underlying universality class of the infini
systems. In earlier work26 similar in spirit to the present ef
fort, we used the same model fluids to identify signatures
non-Ising criticality as they appear in GCMC mixed-fie
finite-size scaling studies of relatively small systems.

This paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we su
marize the simulation methods used in this work. We pres
the results ofNVT-MC and GCMC simulations of the RPM
and the attractive hard sphere system in Sec. III, and
summary and conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. CALCULATIONS

NVT-MC and GCMC simulations were performed usin
cubic simulation cells of lengthL, in the normal way.28

Ewald sums28 were used to take account of the Coulomb
interactions in the~L!RPM. All of the ~L!RPM results we
present were obtained with conducting boundary conditi
(es5`), but calculations with vacuum boundary conditio
(es51) were also carried out for three temperatures in
region of the critical point; no significant differences we
found.

The simulations of the attractive hard-sphere syste
were performed as described in Ref. 26. The pair potent
were spherically truncated atL/2, and the long-range contri
bution to the energy was calculated in the usual way, ass
ing the pair distribution function to be unity at particle sep
rations greater than the cutoff radius.

In the following we use the notationX(A,B) to represent
the following quantity:

X~A,B!5^~A2^A&!~B2^B&!&, ~3!

where^A& is the average value of the fluctuating variableA.
In the NVT-MC calculations,CV /NkB was obtained using
both the fluctuation formula,

CV5X~U,U !/kBT2, ~4!

and by fitting the average energies to a third-order poly
mial in AT* , then taking the temperature derivative. Te
were performed to ensure that the heat capacities obtaine
the latter method were not overly sensitive to the nature
the fitting function; more complicated Pade´ approximant
forms gave similar curves over the temperature ranges c
sidered in this work. There is no doubt thatNVT estimates of
CV for systems with long-range potentials will be prone
considerable finite-size effects. As an extreme illustrati
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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consider the energy fluctuations of a square-well fluid,
which the range of attraction is longer than)L/2. Clearly,
with a fixed number of particles the energy cannot cha
because each particle is within range of every other part
in the simulation cell, and the heat capacity will be zero.
course, the Coulombic interaction does decay somew
within the simulation cell, and in addition the energy c
fluctuate by virtue of fluctuations in the charge orderi
around the ions. Nonetheless, one must expectCV calculated
by the NVT route to be susceptible to finite-size effec
particularly near criticality. It would be a mistake, howeve
to assume thatCV calculated in GCMC simulations is im
mune to such effects, as we argue in the following.

In the GCMC calculations,CV was calculated using th
appropriate fluctuation formula,18,13

CV5X~U,U !/kBT22X~N,U !2/@X~N,N!kBT2#. ~5!

The argument in favor of using GCMC calculations appe
to be that fluctuations missing in smallNVT systems due to
the absence of a liquid–vapor interface might be better r
resented in GCMC calculations for systems of compara
size. However, the GCMC method would appear to have
least one potential pitfall. Both terms in Eq.~5! contain con-
tributions that are related to the isothermal compressibi
kT . In an infinite system, asT→Tc , kT diverges like
uT2Tcu2g, with g51 for mean-field criticality, andg
51.24 for Ising-type criticality. Thus, the terms in Eq.~5!
diverge asT→Tc for both mean field and Ising universalit
classes; moreover, their divergences are much stronger
that expected forCV in Ising-type systems. Of course fo
finite systems the terms in Eq.~5! are not truly divergent, bu
in the critical region they do become very large asN is
increased. Clearly, the strongly ‘‘divergent’’ contributions
these terms must compensate exactly if the true behavio
CV is to be obtained from Eq.~5! in a finite-size simulation.
Unfortunately, the extent of finite-size effects on each of
functions X(U,U), X(U,N), and X(N,N) in near critical
systems is not known. One possibility is that in the rath
small systems considered in MC calculations these fluc
tions are suppressed to differing degrees such that
strongly divergent contributions to the terms of Eq.~5! do
not compensate exactly. If this is the case, the estimatedCV

curve might show a peak resulting from the strongly div
gent ~compressibility! contributions to Eq.~5!, rather than
from the weak divergence of energy fluctuations expected
Ising-type systems.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results for both the LRPM~with z55) and the RPM
obtained at near-critical densities withL/s510 are plotted
as functions oft5(T2Tc)/Tc in Fig. 1. The LRPM simula-
tions were carried out atr* 50.068, the first estimated criti
cal density reported in Ref. 15. We also performed calcu
tions of the LRPM over the same temperature range atr*
50.072, the ‘‘refined’’ estimate added in proof in Ref. 1
only small differences in the heat capacities were observ
The RPM calculations were carried out at a reduced den
of r* 50.079, which is within the range of recent estima
ownloaded 09 Aug 2013 to 129.215.221.120. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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of rc* . The reduced critical temperatures and densities
the different models considered are summarized in Table

The comparisons made in Fig. 1 lead to two immedi
conclusions. First, it is clear from theNVT-MC and GCMC
results that the LRPM and the RPM are closely equival
models, giving very similar heat capacities in a given sim
lation ensemble. Second, it is obvious that theNVT-MC and
GCMC calculations give very different heat capacity curv
in the vicinity of the critical point for both the LRPM and th
RPM. The GCMC curves exhibit peaks near the critical te
perature, as noted by LFP, whereas theNVT-MC curves are
smoothly decreasing functions oft with no trace of a peak in
the critical region, in agreement with the findings of VT. Th
ensemble dependence is clearly the origin of the discrepa
between constant-volume heat capacities reported by
and by VT. The GCMC results appear to suggest Ising-ty
behavior, whereas no evidence of this is apparent in
NVT-MC calculations. In view of this inconsistent behavio
one must ask how well these observations reflect the un
lying criticality of the infinite systems of interest.

As discussed earlier, in an attempt to gain insight in
this crucial question, we carried outNVT-MC and GCMC
calculations of the heat capacity for three model syste
with the interactions specified in Eq.~2!, two of which are

FIG. 1. The total heat capacity per ion as a function of temperature.
results shown are forL/s510 with r* 50.068 ~LRPM! and r* 50.079
~RPM!. The error bars shown on several points represent one estim
standard deviation. The closed symbols and solid curve are for the LR
with discretization parameter~Refs. 15 and 16!, z55. The closed triangles
are NVT results obtained using Eq.~4!. The solid curve was obtained b
fitting theNVT energies and differentiating with respect to temperature. T
open triangles and the dotted curve are RPM results obtained inNVT cal-
culations. The open triangles were obtained using Eq.~4! and the dotted
curve via an energy fit. The closed and open diamonds are our GC
results for the LRPM and the RPM, respectively, obtained using Eq.~5!. The
dash-dot curve represents LFP’s LPRM results from Fig. 2 of Ref. 15;
have added the kinetic contribution, 3/2, to their configurational values

TABLE I. Reduced critical temperatures and densities for the RPM, LRP
and the models defined by Eq.~2!. The numbers in parentheses denote t
statistical uncertainty in the last digits.

Model Tc* rc* Reference

RPM 0.049 17~2! 0.080~5! 4
LRPM 0.051 0.068 15
LRPM 0.051 7 0.072 15~note added in proof!
LRPM 0.050 69~2! 0.0790~25! 14
a56 0.597 2~1! 0.3757~4! 26
a54 1.372 4~1! 0.2993~1! 26
a53.1 11.452~8! 0.247~5! 26
t. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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known to have mean field criticality (a54 anda53.1) and
the other (a56) Ising-type behavior. The critical tempera
tures and densities for these models are included in Tab
The heat capacities obtained fora56, a54, anda53.1 are
plotted as functions oft in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Fo
a56 and a54, we show the results of simulations wit
L/s56 andL/s510; for a53.1 the results were extremel
insensitive to system size, and so we only show results
simulations withL/s510.

For the a56 system ~Fig. 2! we see that both the
NVT-MC and GCMC curves have peaks in the vicinity
t50. Furthermore, the GCMC peaks move closer tot50,
and increase in height asL is increased; this is consisten
with the expected Ising-type universality class. T
NVT-MC results also exhibit peaks that move closer tot
50 and increase in height asL is increased. This behavior i
also qualitatively consistent with Ising-type universali
However, one must be cautious in this interpretation beca
the triple point temperature for this system isTt* .0.5,29

corresponding tot.20.16; this temperature is very close
the position of the peak in theL/s510 results. Therefore, i
is probable that the peaks in theNVT-MC results have noth-
ing to do with criticality, rather, they are likely related to th
freezing transition for this system. The rather sharp pea
t'20.5 occurring in the canonical curve forL/s510 is
definitely related to ‘‘freezing,’’ inspection of configurationa
‘‘snapshots’’ shows that the particles are associated
crystal-like clusters at this temperature.

FIG. 2. The total heat capacity per particle for a fluid characterized by
pair potential defined by Eq.~2! with a56. Results are shown as function
of temperature at the critical density~Table I!. The closed triangles and star
areNVT results forL/s56 andL/s510, respectively, obtained using Eq
~4!. The open triangles and stars are the GCMC results forL/s56 and
L/s510, respectively, obtained using Eq.~5!. The curves are drawn to
guide the eye.

FIG. 3. The total heat capacity per particle for a fluid characterized by
pair potential defined by Eq.~2! with a54. Results are shown as function
of temperature at the critical density~Table I!. The symbols are as in Fig. 2
ownloaded 09 Aug 2013 to 129.215.221.120. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstrac
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The results fora54 ~Fig. 3! and a53.1 ~Fig. 4! are
instructive. We see immediately that for both models, GCM
calculations continue to give strong peaks neart50, and that
the behavior of the curves with increasingL is very similar
to that observed fora56 and for the~L!RPM ~see Fig. 1 and
Ref. 15!. Indeed, from the constant-volume heat capacit
estimated using GCMC calculations one would be temp
to conclude that these systems are exhibiting signature
Ising-type behavior, even though we know that at least in
infinite system limit these models fall into the mean fie
universality class. This suggests that caution is neede
interpreting the GCMC estimates ofCV obtained for small
systems. TheNVT-MC calculations, on the other hand, d
not show any criticality related peaks inCV for these models.
For a54 there is an apparent ‘‘cusp’’ att.20.4 in the
L/s510 case; however, this feature is far fromt50 and is
likely related to freezing (Tt* 50.830,29 corresponding to
t520.40); inspection of configurational ‘‘snapshots’’ indi
cates that the particles are associating into large cluste
this temperature. Fora53.1, theNVT curve remains rathe
flat and featureless throughout the critical region. We n
that Tt* .5.6,29 corresponding tot.20.5, although no
‘‘freezing’’ peak is apparent in the simulation results for th
system.

As was anticipated in Sec. II,CV calculated inNVT-MC
simulations is greatly suppressed but, as our results for
‘‘mean-field’’ systems indicate, finite-size effects are al
very significant inCV calculated in GCMC simulations, in
that Ising-type peaks are apparent even for systems that
mean-field criticality in the thermodynamic limit. Clearly
finite-size effects seriously compromise the reliability ofCV

measurements as indicators of the universality class.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have demonstrated for several mod
that near the critical point,NVT-MC and GCMC estimates
of the constant-volume heat capacity differ substantia
Since our calculations for the RPM and LRPM indicate th
these systems have identical behavior within a given
semble, this clearly must be a finite-size effect, and it
plains why theCV results reported by LFP for the LRPM
differ so significantly from those obtained by VT for th
RPM.

In an effort to assess the usefulness of the different e
mates ofCV as indicators of the underlying universality cla

FIG. 4. The total heat capacity per particle for a fluid characterized by
pair potential defined by Eq.~2! with a53.1. Results are shown as function
of temperature at the critical density~Table I!. The symbols are as in Fig. 2
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of the system, we have carried out bothNVT-MC and
GCMC calculations for fluids of hard spheres with algeb
ically decaying tails. For ther 26 case, which is expected t
be Ising-type, the heat capacities obtained in the canon
ensemble show peaked behavior in the vicinity of the criti
point, but this is likely related to freezing rather than to cri
cality. For r 24, the canonical-ensemble results show pe
far removed from the critical temperature that are likely d
to freezing. No heat-capacity peak was observed
canonical-ensemble simulations of systems withr 23.1 poten-
tials.

On the other hand, along the critical isochore the GCM
curves show sharp peaks nearTc for all three models, includ-
ing the two (r 24 and r 23.1) which fall into the mean field
universality class. Thus the presence of peaks in GCMC
timates of CV does not appear to be a reliable signal
Ising-type criticality. Rather, we suspect that these peaks
an artifact associated with finite size, and are related to
complete compensation of the strongly divergent contri
tions to the grand-canonical fluctuation formula forCV .

Of course, one must hasten to add that the lack of pe
in the canonical-ensemble estimates ofCV for the RPM does
not prove that the RPM does not fall into the Ising unive
sality class. It may simply be that the systems considered
too small to give a reliable indication of the true behavior
CV . Unfortunately, our calculations do show that GCM
calculations of the heat capacityCV , employing small sys-
tems, likewise cannot serve as a basis for firm conclusi
concerning the critical behavior.
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